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Our
cooperative partner

DDoS
DDoS (English): "Distributed Denial of Service” is a type of
attack that attempts to sabotage IT resources by overloading
them. DDoS attacks can paralyse entire IT landscapes and
communication networks and thus severely affect the availability
of services and production capacities. In the worst case, they can
even bring them to a complete standstill for a long time.
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Who has long been affected by the
phenomenon of DDoS?
Up to now, the following scenarios and sectors
were mainly considered DDoS-relevant or affected
by DDoS:
DDoS as a "commercial" cybercrime with blackmail attempts against services accessible on the

„DDoS 2.0“ –
new threats arising from
current trends

Internet with very high availability requirements,
e.g. online banking and payment, gaming and betting exchanges (especially before major events),
e-commerce and online trading (especially on calendar days which are very important in terms of
trade)1.
DDoS as “cyberactivism” and sabotage, typically

More and more institutions and companies in all sectors are increasingly exposing
themselves with business-critical services
in the course of the digital transformation
on the Internet.

against politically exposed or (depending on current
events) other industries/companies or institutions
that have come into focus .
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DDoS as a tool of cyberterrorism or even cyberwar, which – besides government agencies – can
also affect companies, e.g. in sectors relevant to

In addition to external interfaces to customers, suppliers and business partners or
the overall rise in networking when it comes
to Industry 4.0, these now often include supposedly internal processes such as access
from the home office or video conferences.

CRITIS3.

This will lead to an increase in the threat of
DDoS attacks for almost all industries, companies and institutions in the future.

1

For such commercial attacks see, for instance, 2004 “Criminals blackmail betting exchanges with DDoS attacks” [https://www.
heise.de/ct/artikel/Geld-oder-Netz-289426.html] or more recently on the occasion of “Black Friday” 2019 “How online retailers can protect themselves against hacker attacks” [https://handelsjournal.de/handel/e-commerce/wie-sich-onlinehaendlervor-hacker-angriffen-schuetzen-koennen.html].
2
For politically exposed industries/companies see, for example, historically in 2010 “Operation Payback” [https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Operation_Payback] due to the controversy surrounding WikiLeaks at the time, or more recently during the discussion on lignite mining in Hambach Forest in September 2018 “Hacker attack paralyses RWE site” [https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/article181653102/RWE-Website-von-Hackerangriff-lahmgelegt.html].
3
On cyberterrorism/cyberwar, for example, see historically the long-running DDoS attacks against Estonia in 2007 or more
recently against the Ukraine (just enter DDoS and Estonia or Ukraine in a web search).
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Information and help, focus
of this supplementary brochure

Basic information and reports
on DDoS

This brochure is intended to help gain a better un-

DDoS with the above focal points has been around

derstanding of the DDoS phenomenon and, above

for years, as has publicly available information on

all, the new threats it poses. It also focuses on in-

how DDoS works, how to counter it and how it is

stitutions, companies and sectors which have not

developing. To this end, reference should be made

yet become aware of DDoS as a relevant threat de-

here to existing sources, e.g. the Alliance for Cyber

spite years of experience, or – if they are aware of

Security (ACS) and the Federal Office for Informati-

it – have not yet classified it as relevant in practice.

on Security (BSI), or reports from our G4C member
Link11, which specialises in DDoS defence:

The increasing pace of digital transformation means that DDoS threat scenarios will probably affect

Complete overview of ACS/BSI offers regarding

almost all industries in the future. The following in-

DDoS:

https://www.allianz-fuer-cybersicherheit.

formation, examples and checklists are intended

de/ACS/DE/Informationspool/Themen/DDoS/

to encourage people to consider these new trends

ddos.html

and their possible effects on their own increasingly
digitised business processes.

Regular DDoS reports and blog by Link11:
https://link11.com/de/ddos-report/ or https://
www.link11.com/de/blog/

The threat situation in the 1st half of 2020 at a glance

238

406

1390

The maximum number of attacks
was 238 (June 7th), the lowest
number was registered with only
18 attacks on February 19th.

The largest DDoS attack was
stopped at 406 Gbps.

The longest DDoS attack lasted 1390
minutes, a full 23 hours. Intermittent
attacks, which are set like pinpricks
and live from repetition, lasted an
average of 13 minutes.

ATTACKS

G B P S

Source:
Link11 DDoS-Report 1st half of 2020
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MINUTES

What are the new trends and dangers
regarding “DDoS 2.0” on the part of
potential victims?

Increasing scope for attack by
companies and institutions

„Application Programming Interfaces“
(APIs):
Most of the interfaces of interaction and com-

The increasing pace of digital transformation me-

munication mentioned utilise this technology.

ans that more and more institutions and compa-

Such APIs can easily become the proverbial

nies (of all industries) are exposing themselves with

bottleneck in the event of an attack and lead to

business critical services on the Internet. In additi-

domino effects if availability – or even data – is

on to all the benefits and progress, from a security

compromised.

point of view this also entails more and more new
targets for DDoS attacks. Such critical services

„Smart XY“:

and business processes can typically be:

This refers to trends such as Smart Home,
Smart City, Smart Mobility and “Smart XY” in

Industry 4.0 and more:

general. If everything is connected “smart” via

This term is used to refer to digitalisation inter-

the Internet, these interfaces and services –

faces between companies, e.g. the direct adop-

besides all the benefits and advantages – also

tion of process technology or supply chain integ-

become vulnerable.

ration with increasing automation and external
networking. This can even go hand in hand with

„Internal suddenly external“?

growing “zero outage” demand, i.e. even short-

At first glance, interfaces and processes that

term shortfalls in availability can potentially lead

are not classified as external can also play an

to lasting disruptions in production and supply

increasing role. The trend towards home office,

chains.

video conferencing or, in general, virtually distributed communication – a situation intensified

New digitally networked business and
service models:

by the Corona pandemic – is steadily increa-

These include, for example, billing or maintenan-

ultimately occurs via external channels usually

ce services based on sensor technology “direct-

– be it into or out of the company/institution,

ly wired” to the customer or business partner,

be it via cloud services or other external service

which records and transmits consumption,

providers. Even telephony is usually via "VoIP"

maintenance requirements etc. in real time.

(Voice over IP) nowadays – meanwhile via an

sing. In practice, this type of communication is

Internet connection.
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Special emphasis on the cloud
If parts of the IT services are outsourced to
the cloud, you could initially assume that they
are perhaps better protected against DDoS at-

What are the new trends and
dangers regarding “DDoS 2.0”
on the attacker side?

tacks there than in your own IT infrastructure.
However, effective DDoS protection is hardly
available in a general cloud and – even if added
cost-intensively – often has little lasting effect

Increasing potential on the
attack side

in practice.
In addition to the above increase in the number of
In the worst case, there is even a risk of col-

targets at the provider end, there is an increasing

lateral damage from attacks that are actually

trend towards making it easier for attackers to

aimed at other institutions, which are merely

initiate large-scale and high-volume DDoS attacks.

based on the same cloud infrastructure.

With these methods it is now possible to achieve
almost the “perfect storm”, e.g. generate DDoS

In the end, there is even the danger of no longer

bandwidths, which even large and sophisticated

being able to access the cloud services at all

Internet service providers are hardly able to cope

from the workplace or your own computers.

with. Among the intensifying factors to be mentioned here are:

DDoS attacks from the cloud
Increasingly, DDoS attacks from misused cloud
instances are occurring independently – some-

DDoS attacks from the cloud

times making considerable use of the IT capa-

47%

cities and network connections available there.

The percentage of DDoS

vements. In fact, this trend is steadily increa-

attacks from the cloud was

sing and according to the annual reports of BSI

at a high level of 47%.

and Link11, such attacks already accounted for

However, the first question that can be asked
is of course why established international cloud
providers cannot (or do not want to?) better
control this and tacitly hope for future impro-

more than 50% in the second half of 2019 – a
Source:

trend that has been increasing ever since.

Link11 DDoS-Report 1st half of 2020
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„Internet of Things“ (IoT)
Millions of new devices – some of which are
very poorly protected and/or maintained in
terms of security – are being connected to the
network every day, with rapid growth rates. In
addition to the much-cited “intelligent” refrigerators, washing machines and baby phones, the
range also includes private and municipal webcams or video surveillance systems. In practice
– and to the advantage of the attackers – such
devices are often directly accessible from the
Internet and are also usually permanently switched on. Such IoT devices can therefore be used
to set up large-area IoT botnets that open up
completely new possibilities and dimensions in

Crypto currencies

DDoS bandwidth.

For payment claims in DDoS extortion cases in
connection with commercially motivated cyber-

Mobile botnets

crime, perpetrators with the relevant crypto

Both the number of mobile end devices and the

currencies (from Bitcoin to Monero) still have

associated mobile bandwidths are increasing

good anonymous or pseudonymous instruments

at high growth rates. What is more, mobile

at their disposal. In practice, law enforcement

devices such as smartphones etc. are usually

authorities still have few possibilities to suc-

also "always on". With increasing 5G roll-out, cy-

cessfully trace the money.

ber criminals will have further opportunities to
launch attacks.

Attacks at application level
Conventional DDoS attacks often took place

„DDoS as a Service“

with “unspecific” network protocols (e.g. UDP,

This term describes the fact that interested

NTP, SNMP etc.) on a network level only ("OSI

groups are able to rent and book DDoS services

Layer 3"). This is basically pure data rubbish,

cheaply and efficiently in the “underground eco-

which – once DDoS protection is implemented

nomy” – even without their own technical know-

– can still be distinguished comparatively well

how. This is actually a phenomenon that has

from the real and necessary/desired network

been known for some time – yet this service

traffic. Advanced DDoS attacks attempt to use

area is still growing unfortunately. Nor are such

network protocols (e.g. http, https etc.) at appli-

offers confined to the "Darknet” – these are

cation level (“OSI Layer 7”), which – at least in

increasingly encountered via Google or similar

terms of network protocol – hardly differ from

search engines too. Despite all the successful

the actual network traffic of a company/insti-

measures taken so far by the law enforcement

tution and are therefore much more difficult to

agencies, supply and demand are still brisk.

filter out.
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Typical examples and scenarios
Example 1
Company Y (with its own IT operation) has
basically already dealt with DDoS. The thinking so far has been that no highly critical
business processes and services could
be accessed directly via the Internet and
DDoS risks were therefore hardly relevant. The availability requirements for the –
more or less purely informative – web presence were assessed as less critical. In the
meantime, however, many employees have
been instructed to work from a home office
due to the pandemic. Since then, access
to the company's IT runs via a central VPN

gateway of the company. In a re-evaluation
of the DDoS threat situation, this was identified as the “single point of failure”, since
unavailability could virtually paralyse a large
part of internal company communication
and even operational activities (e.g. remote IT administration). Y is already in contact
with specialised anti-DDoS service providers to minimise these risks.

Example 2
Energy supplier X has been dealing with
the security of “smart meters” for some
time, i.e. the intelligent electricity meters
and reading devices that send their consumption data etc. via “smart meter gateways” to central control instances of the
energy supplier or may even be controlled by these in the future. Driven in part
by the public discussion, the focus was
primarily on security and data protection
aspects of the smart meters themselves.
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However, reports of increasing DDoS attacks – also against companies of critical
infrastructures – led to a re-evaluation of
the threat situation. Above all the central
API interfaces, with which all smart meter
gateways must communicate, were assessed as critical in terms of availability. In order not to be defenceless against possible
future blackmail claims by cyber criminals,
possible DDoS protection measures are
now being planned and implemented.

Example 3
Logistics service provider Z equips its
parcel deliverers with handhelds or hand
scanners, which communicate with the
customer portal via interfaces, for example. If these interfaces (APIs) are disrupted
by DDoS attacks, parcel information can
no longer be exchanged.

If the logistics service provider’s customer
portal itself is in the target of attack, retailers cannot place parcels (e.g. create shipping orders, print labels, order pick-ups) and
customers can no longer track the status
of shipments. Z has therefore initiated a
new overview of its externally critical business processes in order to identify any new
need for action.

Example 4
Mechanical engineering manufacturer Y
is a typical representative of the “hidden
champions” of German medium-sized companies. It is the undisputed market leader
for certain highly specialised products and
also sells them worldwide. Having expanded
its business and service spectrum, it now
offers “full service” too. This means that
the machines at his customers' production sites continuously send data to Y for
optimisation and vice versa are also continuously controlled and maintained by Y.

This is done over the public Internet via a
central entry server at Y. So far, however, Y
has not yet dealt with possible DDoS threat scenarios. Two hours ago, Y received
an extortion email threatening large-scale
DDoS attacks, which could be avoided by
paying around €500,000 in Bitcoins. Y is
totally unprepared upon encountering both
this message and the associated threat
scenario.
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These new trends can
make DDoS an increasing threat
for your branch/company
or institution.

Evaluate these external interfaces individually
according to their criticality (or check your evaluation made some time ago). How important
is the respective availability of these interfaces
for your company/institution? With which interface could which downtime be unproblema-

What is the best way to cope with it?

tically acceptable for you? With which other
interface could which downtime lead to consi-

Step 1: Analysis and, if necessary,
reassessment of the actual
DDoS threat situation

derable monetary damage potential or even
endanger important business processes in the
long term?
Be aware that even minutes of communication

If not yet available, create an overview of all ex-

disruption can cause significant problems and

ternal interfaces and services. If already avai-

that recovery times are often underestimated.

lable, initiate a review of it. Such an overview
should include both the interfaces that you

Also keep an eye on the issue of reputation.

make available externally to customers and

Even external services that initially do not appe-

business partners (e.g. ordering processes at

ar critical in terms of availability can play a grea-

your company) and those that you yourself use

ter role than initially assumed. Even if only your

at others (e.g. the cloud services you use or or-

(purely informative) web presence is paralysed

dering processes at suppliers). A further cate-

for hours or even days, you can expect major

gory are interfaces that at first glance appear

media (negative) publicity.

to be internal to the company, but in fact also
take place externally via the Internet (such as
employee access from the home office).

CORPORATE
APIs
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Step 2: Affection identified,
derivation of necessary and
reasonable measures
In general, possible security or countermeasures
can be divided into the categories “prevention”,
“detection”, “confinement”, “reaction”. Security
measures from all four fields should always be represented in a meaningful interaction.

„Prevention“
comprises measures designed to prevent the

„Confinement“

effects of possible DDoS attacks in advan-

means minimising the impact of an imminent

ce. Apart from their own “homework”, this will

or existing DDoS attack. If your (actually inter-

hardly be possible realistically without external

nal) ERP4 system is connected via ordering and

service providers and corresponding additional

supply chain processes externally via the Inter-

costs (see also below), because effective DDoS

net, a DDoS attack could, in the worst case,

protection can almost never be provided exclu-

completely paralyse it due to overload. However,

sively by internal measures.

you can typically ensure that at least the internal part of the ERP system continues to func-

„Detection“

tion by setting up emergency stop switches at

is intended to ensure that you can detect any

these external interfaces in advance.

DDoS attacks or at least assign them to this
phenomenon area. This also includes ensuring

„Reaction“

that publicly visible communication accesses of

means that you should be prepared for a situ-

a company/institution are prepared so that in-

ation, in which you are threatened with a DDoS

coming DDoS threats or blackmail requests by

attack or where an attack is already taking pla-

email are forwarded internally to the right pla-

ce. This includes a pre-determined procedure

ces (especially the security department).

for incoming DDoS ransom demands (clear advice never pay, see also the following notes) but
also an emergency plan if a serious DDoS event
has actually occurred. Owing to the complexity
of the field, various departments in your company/institution should be involved, including Management, IT and Security as well as Legal and
Communications departments.

4

ERP = „Enterprise-Ressource-Planning“ – exemplary term for company-internal planning and control systems, alternative
designations also "merchandise management system" or similar.
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Possible preventive measures
against DDoS risks

Think real external overload attacks
to the end
A further basic principle in the case of exter-

Have done or will do their own
“homework”

nal overload attacks of a preventive DDoS pro-

The very first basic principle in the fight against

efficiently as possible between good network

DDoS is not to make things too easy for poten-

traffic (from employees, customers, business

tial perpetrators. External interfaces that are

partners, interested parties) and bad, malicious

poorly equipped in terms of security can under

DDoS network traffic.

tection system is to be able to differentiate as

certain circumstances be completely thrown
off track with special, individually manipulated

There are two fundamentally different approa-

requests or data packets. External interfaces

ches to this. Firstly, reactive blacklisting: In this

should therefore always be kept at the current

case, all network traffic is always allowed at

security patch level for standard or purchased

first. In case of an attack, an attempt is then

software. In the case of in-house developments

made to filter out network traffic that appears

or interfaces/programs created individually

malicious, using certain known attack patterns.

for you, it is essential to pay attention to best

Secondly, preventive whitelisting: The approach

practices in terms of security right from the

here is to identify (and “learn”) the usual com-

creation stage. Refer any internal software de-

munication that is useful for the business, so

velopers to the so-called “OWASP Top Ten” .

that potentially malicious network traffic can

Stipulate these criteria in the contract as rele-

already be blocked – even if specific attack pat-

vant for acceptance, even if you have commis-

terns have not yet occurred. Especially for the

sioned a software company.

latter approach, machine learning approaches

5

have meanwhile made significant progress. AfPasswords used to protect access to external

ter some time of training, an artificial intelligen-

interfaces should also be well thought out. De-

ce (AI) is relatively well able to distinguish nor-

fault passwords used in the company should

mal from malicious network traffic.

not be retained under any circumstances. Such
default passwords are usually known to offenders. For highly business critical external interfaces, it is best to use advanced authentication
methods, especially “Strong Authentication”
or “Two-Factor-Authentication” (2FA), because
even the best passwords could have been captured by malware.

5
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See https://owasp.org/www-project-top-ten/ or, in addition to the topic API Security, the “OWASP API Security Top Ten“
https://owasp.org/www-project-api-security/
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If the DDoS analysis is positive, you will need
external support as a preventive measure. The
first candidates are of course your own Internet
Service Provider (ISP), or in the case of cloud
services, your associated Cloud Service Provider (CSP). Usually, such ISPs/CSPs also have

In summary, a simple basic
rule or consequence can be
formulated:

certain attributable measures against DDoS in
their program, but do not focus on DDoS prevention. As an alternative or in addition, you
should also consider solutions from service
providers specialising in DDoS defence. A good
source for this is the BSI, which maintains a list
of qualified service providers that meet minimum standards audited by the BSI in a competition-neutral procedure .
6

You should also consider the issue of data protection in the sense of the GDPR. Personal data
requiring protection should not only run permanently in plain text via service providers outside the German or European legal area due to
DDoS protection measures.
Further information on preventive measures
can be found in the BSI recommendations for
the prevention of Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) attacks7.

Protection within a specific infrastructure is usually not sufficient
against DDoS.
The main reason is the naturally
limited bandwidth of your internet
connection. Even if this were to be
1 GBit/s or more, for example, this
line would be completely tight at
an average8 DDoS attack of, say,
5 GBit/s. Then it no longer matters
whether or not you can filter out
anything on your part there.
With exclusively internal DDoS protection, you can protect your own
internal networks from overload in
the event of an attack, but not guarantee your accessibility from the
outside.

6

See section “DDoS attacks” at https://www.bsi.bund.de/DE/Themen/Cyber-Sicherheit/Dienstleistungen/Qualifizierte_Dienstleister/QDL_node.html
7
See document “Prevention of DDoS attacks” at https://www.allianz-fuercybersicherheit.de/ACS/DE/Informationspool/Themen/DDoS/ddos_node.html
8
5 GBit/s roughly corresponds to the “average” bandwidth of DDoS attacks observed by both Link11 and the BSI (Federal Office for Information Security) in 2019. This figure has risen steadily in recent years and is forecast to rise further.
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Rapid help for already acute
cases of DDoS

If you have not made any of the preliminary considerations outlined above and find yourself exposed to DDoS threats completely unprepared,

If you have already planned and implemented

there is of course help available here too. Some

preventive measures against DDoS, the next

of the above DDoS service providers qualified

step will certainly be to plan certain reactive

by the BSI also offer ad hoc support in an emer-

processes. These must now be implemented

gency, even for affected non-customers. One of

consistently, and in retrospect you may see po-

these providers is our G4C member Link11, the

tential for improvement. We shall be happy to

corresponding support page can be found at

help if you need any assistance.

https://www.link11.com/de/ddos-notfall/

Typically, it is only in an emergency when you

For commercial enterprises, the Cybercrime

realise the planned measures do not work as

Central Contact Points (ZAC) of the police for-

anticipated. So if you have emergency plans for

ces on the level of the federal states and fede-

DDoS scenarios in your drawer, please check

ral government should also be mentioned here9.

them regularly for their feasibility.

The ZAC is available as a competent and trustworthy partner, both for information to prevent cyber attacks such as DDoS, as well as in
the event that an attack has already occurred.
DDoS attacks and associated threats of extortion are criminal offences. If you real-case facts
(e.g. a DDoS extortion email addressed to you
or a DDoS attack that has already taken place),
the ZAC may have additional information that
can be helpful to you.

9
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See https://www.polizei.de/Polizei/DE/Einrichtungen/ZAC/zac_node.html
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Subject of ransom demands
with regard to DDoS
A typical starting point for commercially oriented DDoS attacks often begins as follows:
A company/institution receives a message, often by email, threatening that a DDoS attack
will soon take place which will paralyse everything. The attack would not be launched if a
certain amount of money is paid (payable in Bitcoins, for example). Sometimes, accompanying
DDoS attacks take place in parallel in order to
demonstrate the technical attack capabilities.
The key question now is: Should you respond
to such extortionate DDoS ransom demands
or not?
A brief comparative look at ransomware (see
separate G4C brochure): In the worst case sce-

In the case of DDoS extortion, however, the

nario – as a very last emergency measure – ul-

situation is quite different. Hardly anything

timately responding to ransom demands befo-

can stop the perpetrators from carrying out

re business operations have to be completely

DDoS attacks against you at any time or even

shut down due to full encryption of all company

repeatedly. Signs of “susceptibility to black-

data (including backups) may be an option. Here

mail” or potential expressions of willingness to

downstream measures involving re-establish-

comply with demands for money to be recove-

ment of the IT infrastructure can (and must!)

red will probably make you and your company/

ensure that the perpetrators have no further

institution even more attractive to such cyber

possibility of blackmail in the future.

criminals.
If you have received such blackmail emails, it is
best to contact competent service providers
or institutions such as the ZACs (see above).
Based on their experience, they can usually assess and evaluate the group of perpetrators,
their motives and abilities in a qualified manner
– and thus provide you with suitable recommendations for action.
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As a non-profit association, the German Competence Centre against
Cyber Crime (G4C) is dedicated to preventing, investigating and responding to attacks in cyberspace. G4C shares expertise, issues early warnings and initiates regular exchanges of information about threats on the
internet. The operational cooperation partners are the Federal Criminal
Police Office (BKA) and the Federal Office for Information Security (BSI).
At the international level, the association also exchanges information with
relevant agencies for fighting cyber attacks (in the USA: National CyberForensics and Training Alliance – NCFTA; in Great Britain: Cyber Defence
Alliance – CDA).
The association’s work is based on four pillars: G4C is building an up-todate data platform as an early warning system to supplement direct personal contacts. The association also performs data extraction for the BKA
and other investigative authorities, engages in training and education and
participates in background checks to improve the competence of cyber
security professionals.
The founders and initial members of G4C are banks and insurance companies, but the association has consistently expanded its competence to
include other industries.
All contents of this brochure, in particular texts, images and graphics, are protected by copyright. Distribution and utilization is permitted as long as it is non-commercial. Any duplication or processing of such
material beyond the scope of the copyright law shall require the prior written consent of G4C. The use of
extracts from the brochure is only permitted with reference to the source.
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